"The invention of Eye glasses"

Imagine a world where you have eyes but can’t see? How would you feel about that?

Somebody made a solution for that, they are called glasses. Do you wear glasses? Well if you do or are recommended to, here is some of the history behind eye glasses. After reading this you will know the importance of eye glasses.

Eye glasses were invented a long time ago. Glasses were believed to have been invented in 1268-1269. They were made in Italy. The person who invented them was Salvino D’armate. Glasses are for people who don’t see correctly. They help make things clearer. It matters on how blind the person is. The might need different kinds of glasses. Some people might need them to read up close and some might need them to read far. The original glasses were just magnifying glasses with plastic to be able to sit on the peoples head. Glasses has changed our world dramatically. People can have perfect vision now.

You may think glasses are not important but they are. If you don’t wear them you have a chance of making your eyesight worse. It’s important to wear glasses so you can see clearer. Have you ever seen someone squinting their eyes to see something. Like for example squinting to read a poster, menu, signs, etc. Glasses are very helpful for all those situations. And glasses are way safer than contacts. People prefer contacts because they don’t like wearing glasses or don’t feel confident wearing glasses. Contacts can give you diseases that can harm your eyes. They can also be hard to put on and take off. You can also forget to take them off when you go
to sleep and then your eyes can get red and itchy. Contacts can also be very expensive. You also
have to get new contacts ever month and have to clean them.

If you don’t wear your glasses you will most likely damage your eyesight more.
So it’s better to wear glasses if you need to instead of being full on blind for the rest of your life.
You shouldn’t wear glasses if you not prescribed to wear them because then you can mess up
your eyes. Teens can also wear glasses for fashion or too make there outfit pop. Around 25% of
the world’s population requires glasses. So you should have seen at least one person with
glasses in your lifetime. Most glasses are made of plastic to prevent breaking and make them
lighter for people to wear. Magnifying glasses were inserted into frames a long time ago in
China and Europe. Wearing glasses can make you a bit blind too. But it’s better to wear glasses
instead of being full on blind.

As you can see, wearing glasses is really important. If you don’t wear glasses
there is a chance of getting all the way blind. Even though wearing glasses can make you a little
blind, they are safer than wearing contacts. Which if you wear contacts while sleeping your
eyes will get red and itchy, but if you wear glasses while sleeping the worst you can do is break
them. Your eyes are just as important as any other parts of your body. So think of your eyes
being broken and wearing glasses as a medicine to heal you and help you be able to do
something. Just like a cast protecting your arm when you break it. Make sure you protect your
eyes.
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